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The Clash Of Generations Saving Ourselves Our Kids And Our Economy
This book explores the life and work of Austrian-British economist, political economist, and social philosopher, Friedrich Hayek. Set within a
context of the recent financial crisis, alongside the renewed interest in Hayek and the Hayek-Keynes debate, the book introduces the main
themes of Hayek’s thought. These include the division of knowledge, the importance of rules, the problems with planning and economic
management, and the role of constitutional constraints in enabling the emergence of unplanned order in the market by limiting the perverse
incentives and distortions in information often associated with political discretion. Key to understanding Hayek's development as a thinker is
his emphasis on the knowledge problem that economic decision makers face and how alternative institutional arrangements either hinder or
assist them in overcoming that epistemic dilemma. Hayek saw order emerging from individual action and responsibility under the appropriate
institutional order that itself emerges from actors discovering new and better ways to coordinate their behavior. This book will be of interest to
all those keen to gain a deeper understanding of this great 20th century thinker in economics.
Intergenerational responsibility is multi-faceted.This edited volume reflects intergenerational aspects in light of spatial, age and racial
segregation, global warming, and the aging Western world population. Intergenerational global governance is addressed in the era of
globalization and migration. The intergenerational glue, intergenerational crises resilience strategies and intergenerational responses to
external shocks serve as innovative global responsibility implementation guidelines in the international arena. Fostering intergenerational
harmony through intergenerational income mobility and intergenerational opportunities, environmental protection and sustainable
development aids alleviate the most pressing contemporary challenges of humankind. Overall, this interdisciplinary and applied contribution
to the scholarship on intergenerational responsibility supports the leadership and management of global governance agency in the private
and public sectors.
How America went bankrupt and how we can save ourselves—as a country and as individuals—from economic disaster. The United States is
bankrupt, flat broke. Thanks to accounting that would make Enron blush, America's insolvency goes far beyond what our leaders are
disclosing. The United States is a fiscal basket case, in worse shape than the notoriously bailed-out countries of Greece, Ireland, and others.
How did this happen? InThe Clash of Generations, experts Laurence Kotlikoff and Scott Burns document our six-decade, off-balance-sheet,
unsustainable financing scheme. They explain how we have balanced our longer lives on the backs of our (relatively few) children. At the
same time, we've been on a consumption spree, saving and investing less than nothing. And that's not to mention the evisceration of the
middle class and a financial system that has proven it can't be trusted. Kotlikoff and Burns outline grassroots strategies for saving
ourselves—and especially our children—from what could be a truly catastrophic financial collapse. Kotlikoff and Burns sounded the alarm in
their widely acclaimedThe Coming Generational Storm, but politicians didn't listen. Now the need for action is even more urgent. It's up to us
to demand radical reform of our tax system, our healthcare system, and our Social Security system, and to insist on better paths to
investment return than those provided by Wall Street (mis)managers. Kotlikoff and Burns's "Purple Plans" (so called because they will appeal
to both Republicans and Democrats) have been endorsed by a who's who of economists and offer a new way forward; and their revolutionary
investment strategy for individuals replaces the idea of financial capital with "life decision capital." Of course, we won't be doing all this just for
ourselves. We need to fix America's fiscal mess before our kids inherit it.
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This text by Alan Auerbach and Laurence Kotlikoff uses a single analytic framework—the two-period life-cycle model—to explore and connect
each of the major issues in contemporary macroeconomics.
Several of the papers in Advances in Austrian Economics Volume 21 focus on the differences between the US and Canadian experiences
during the early 21st century, while other contributors offer critical extensions of Austrian monetary and business cycle theory.
This examination of the history, development, activities, successes, and limitations of the largest membership organization in the country will
be of interest to anyone who belongs to or is curious about this sometimes-controversial group. • Examines AARP's growth from small
service organization to a political powerhouse • Scrutinizes the relationship between AARP's political activities and its commercial enterprises
• Explains how AARP has become a major player in Washington, even without a PAC for campaign contributions • Explores AARP's
moderating influence in an increasingly polarized political landscape, despite political attacks from both right and left • Looks at the role of
incentives and local chapters in recruiting and mobilizing the organization's massive membership base • Provides an up-to-date account of
AARP's political activities in the wake of its support for the Affordable Care Act
Proposes a new system of tracking who pays for today's federal expenditures and tells how to assess the long-term impact of government
fiscal decisions
A grey tsunami is sweeping the land, wreaking social and financial havoc in its wake. Sound familiar? This myth about aging, along with
twenty-eight others, is the focus of Getting Wise about Getting Old, which paints a far more accurate and nuanced portrait of old age. In it,
experts debunk myths and persistent stereotypes about aging on a broad array of social issues – from retirement (seniors are lowperformance workers) to housing (most older adults live in long-term care accommodation), and violence (senior women are not victims of
sexual assault) to political participation (seniors are conservative and resistant to change) – deconstructing and countering them with the
latest findings. The work of two leading research groups in Quebec, the short and accessible chapters of this vitally important book contribute
to a better understanding of the social challenges, as well as the advantages, of an aging society.

This book argues that Christians have a stake in the sustainability and success of core cultural values of the West in general and
America in particular. Steven M. Studebaker considers Western and American decline from a theological and, specifically,
Pentecostal perspective. The volume proposes and develops a Pentecostal political theology that can be used to address and
reframe Christian political identity in the United States. Studebaker asserts that American Christians are currently not properly
engaged in preventing America’s decline or halting the shifts in its core values. The problem, he suggests, is that American
Christianity not only gives little thought to the state of the nation beyond a handful of moral issues like abortion, but its popular
political theologies lead Christians to think of themselves more as aliens than as citizens. This book posits that the proposed
Pentecostal political theology would help American Christians view themselves as citizens and better recognize their stake in the
renewal of their nation. The foundation of this proposed political theology is a pneumatological narrative of renewal—a biblical
narrative of the Spirit that begins with creation, proceeds through Incarnation and Pentecost, and culminates in the new creation
and everlasting kingdom of God. This narrative provides the foundation for a political theology that speaks to the issues of
Christian political identity and encourages Christian political participation.
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While Christianity appears to be in decline in the West it is growing robustly in the global South. What does this mean for the
Christianity that was once considered to be the religion of the West? The new contexts and trajectories require innovative
responses and relevant theological reflection in the church. This volume addresses these changes through identifying and
analyzing global shifts, highlighting practical innovations in the church that attempt to deal with new trajectories, and proposing
theological positions intended to help face the issues and challenges of the twenty-first century. Contributors to this volume include
Philip Jenkins (The Next Christendom, The New Faces of Christianity, God's Continent), Steven M. Studebaker, Gordon L. Heath,
Bradley K. Broadhead, Christof Sauer, Lee Beach, Michael P. Knowles, Peter Althouse, Michael Wilkinson, John H. Issak, David
K. Taurus, and Seongho Kang.
A Wall Street Journal columnist delivers a brilliant narrative of the mugging of the millennial generation-- how the Baby Boomers
have stolen the millennials' future in order to ensure themselves a comfortable present The Theft of a Decade is a contrarian,
revelatory analysis of how one generation pulled the rug out from under another, and the myriad consequences that has set in
store for all of us. The millennial generation was the unfortunate victim of several generations of economic theories that made life
harder for them than it was for their grandparents. Then came the crash of 2008, and the Boomer generation's reaction to it was
brutal: politicians and policy makers made deliberate decisions that favored the interests of the Boomer generation over their heirs,
the most egregious being over the use of monetary policy, fiscal policy and regulation. For the first time in recent history, policy
makers gave up on investing for the future and instead mortgaged that future to pay for the ugly economic sins of the present. This
book describes a new economic crisis, a sinister tectonic shift that is stealing a generation's future.
From the bestselling author of The Ascent of Money and The Square and the Tower, a searching and provocative examination of
the widespread institutional rot that threatens our collective future What causes rich countries to lose their way? Symptoms of
decline are all around us today: slowing growth, crushing debts, increasing inequality, aging populations, antisocial behavior. But
what exactly has gone wrong? The answer, Niall Ferguson argues in The Great Degeneration, is that our institutions—the intricate
frameworks within which a society can flourish or fail—are degenerating. With characteristic verve and historical insight, Ferguson
analyzes the causes of this stagnation and its profound consequences for the future of the West. The Great Degeneration is an
incisive indictment of an era of negligence and complacency—and to arrest the breakdown of our civilization, Ferguson warns, will
take heroic leadership and radical reform.
A growing chorus of prominent voices in Congress and elsewhere are calling for the expansion of our Social Security
system—people who know that Social Security will not “go broke” and does not add a penny to the national debt. Social Security
Works! will amplify these voices and offer a powerful antidote to the three-decade-long, billionaire-funded campaign to make us
believe that this vital institution is destined to collapse. It isn't. From the Silent Generation to Baby Boomers, from Generation X to
Millennials and Generation Z, we all have a stake in understanding the real story about Social Security. Critical to addressing the
looming retirement crisis that will affect two- thirds of today's workers, Social Security is a powerful program that can help stop the
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collapse of the middle class, lessen the pressure squeezing families from all directions, and help end the upward redistribution of
wealth that has resulted in perilous levels of inequality. All Americans deserve to have dignified retirement years as well as an
umbrella to protect them and their families in the event of disability or premature death. Sure to be a game-changer, Social
Security Works! cogently presents the issues and sets forth both an agenda and a political strategy that will benefit us all. At stake
are our values and the kind of country we want for ourselves and for those that follow.
Consumer society in the United States and other countries is receding due to demographic ageing, rising income inequality,
political paralysis, and resource scarcity. At the same time, steady jobs that compensate employees on a salaried or hourly basis
are being replaced by freelancing and contingent work. The rise of the so-called sharing economy, the growth of do-it-yourself
production, and the spreading popularity of economic localization are evidence that people are striving to find new ways to ensure
livelihoods for themselves and their families in the face of profound change. Indications are that we are at the early stages of a
transition away from a system of social organization predicated on consumerism. These developments have prompted some
policy makers to suggest providing households with a non-labor source of income that would enable more adequate satisfaction of
their basic needs. These proposals include a universal basic income, a citizen's dividend, and a legal framework for broad-based
stock ownership in corporations. However, extreme political fractiousness makes it unlikely that these recommendations will
receive prompt and widespread legislative endorsement in most countries. In the meantime, we seem to be moving
incontrovertibly toward a twenty-first century version of feudalism. How might we chart a different path founded on social
inclusiveness and economic security? A practicable option entails establishment of networks of interlinked worker-consumer
cooperatives that organizationally unify production and consumer. Such modes of mutual assistance already exist and The Future
of Consumer Society profiles several successful examples from around the world. If replicated and scaled, worker-consumer
cooperatives could smooth the transition beyond consumer society and facilitate a future premised on sufficiency, resiliency, and
well-being.
This textbook examines corruption through a macroeconomic lens, exploring the relationship between corruption, fiscal policy, and
political economy. It merges macroeconomic growth models with elements of political economic theory to address important
applied topics such as income inequality within and across countries, growth slowdowns, and fiscal crises. Revised and updated to
include new research findings and recent policy discussions, the second edition contains 15 new sections and 2 new chapters on
topics such as public defaults, the wage elasticity of work and the interest elasticity of saving, and the economic and fiscal impact
of the 2020 pandemic. Most of the basic ideas are illustrated using a two-period model of government investment that captures the
future cost of policies that favor the present. The more subtle and advanced issues are illustrated and, in some cases, quantified,
using the overlapping-generations model of economic growth. The models used to illustrate the mechanisms of economic growth
are extended to incorporate politics and the behavior of public official. The text concludes with a thorough discussion of policy
reforms designed to address the issues discussed in earlier chapters. Intended for students familiar with intermediate-level
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economics, the second edition contains a technical appendix, expanded end-of-chapter questions and problems, and a complete
solutions manual. The second edition also offers updated resources for instructors, including sample syllabi and over 550 multiple
choice questions. Offering a unified explanation for the causes and consequences of government failure, fiscal crisis, and needed
policy reforms, this text is appropriate for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate courses in macroeconomics, political
economy, and public policy.
Timely, compelling, and certain to be controversial—a deeply researched study that reveals how companies and policy makers are
hindering innovation-led growth Conventional wisdom holds that Western economies are on the threshold of fast-and-furious
technological development. Fredrik Erixon and Bjorn Weigel refute this idea, bringing together a vast array of data and case
studies to tell a very different story. With expertise spanning academia and the business world, Erixon and Weigel illustrate how
innovation is being hampered by existing government regulations and corporate practices. Capitalism, they argue, has lost its
mojo. Assessing the experiences of global companies, including Nokia, Uber, IBM, and Apple, the authors explore three key
themes: declining economic dynamism in Western economies; growing corporate reluctance to contest markets and innovate; and
excessive regulation limiting the diffusion of innovation. At a time of low growth, high unemployment, and increasing income
inequality, innovation-led growth is more necessary than ever. This book unequivocally details the obstacles hindering our future
prosperity.
Discover how the global financial plague is poised to return, and what can be done to stop it This is not your father's financial system. Jimmy
Stewart, the trustworthy, honest banker in the movie, It's a Wonderful Life, is dead. And so is his small-town bank, Bailey Savings & Loan.
Instead, we're watching It's a Horrible Mess with Wall Street (aka the Vegas Strip) playing ever larger craps with our economy and our tax
dollars. This book, written by one of the world's most respected economist, describes in lively, humorous, simple, but also deadly serious
terms the big con underlying the big game?the web of interconnected financial, political, and regulatory malfeasance that culminated in
financial meltdown and brought us to our economic knees. But it also proposes an amazingly simply solution?Limited Purpose Banking to
make Wall Street safe for Main Street. This book, as well as the financial fix described within it, have received rave reviews from a veritable
who's who of policymakers and economics, plus five economics Nobel Laureates Written by a leading economist whose insights on this topic
are unparalleled Outlines the first and only proposal to fundamentally fix our financial disaster for good Jimmy Stewart Is Dead will
fundamentally change the way you think about the economy, financial markets, and the government.
THIS EDITION IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THE US AND CANADA. International Student Paperback Edition. Customers in the US and Canada
must order the Cloth edition of this title.
This book examines a number of important determinants of wealth accumulation, including retirement bequests, and precautionary saving
motives, demographics, the tax structure, social security, and insurance institutions.
Eight varied scenarios, integrating a quantitative model and qualitative analysis, that examine the interplay of three key drivers over the next
four decades.
In this collection of critical surveys the reader is provided with a range of up-to-date work from some of the leading scholars in the area,
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writing on private and public sector aspects of savings and wealth accumulation. A survey of savings and wealth accumulation which are
important dimensions of research and policy debates Discusses the measurement of genuine savings and sustainability, the estimation of
wealth inequality, and recent developments in consumer credit and defaults Evaluates the impact of student loans on financial well-being,
people’s retirement decisions, and the impact of pension reform Considers the distribution of wealth across generations and the importance
of accurately measuring government debt, the rise of sovereign wealth funds and Islamic banking and finance
Lectures presented at the Universidad Torcuato de Tella in Buenos Aires. Discusses how generational policy works and relates it to
Argentina's government policies.
This book offers a comprehensive analysis of the ways that politics and financial markets impact one another. In this relationship, politics is
the ultimate controlling force. The kinds and prices of financial instruments that get traded and the individuals and institutions that get to trade
them, not to mention the rules under which everyone trades, are all matters decisively influenced by an array of political variables sometimes for the better, but all too often for the worse. The fault for this political skewing of the markets chiefly lies with democracy. Through
its commitment to equality and its inclination towards fiscal profligacy, democracy hinders the markets from acting as a greater force for social
good. To fix this skewing of finance, democracy’s troubling tendencies must be squarely faced and curbed by a return to its monetary roots.
Democracy must reinstall gold at the monetary foundations of our financial markets.
The Clash of GenerationsSaving Ourselves, Our Kids, and Our EconomyMIT Press

A decisive intervention in the "war" between generations, asking who stands to gain from conflict between baby boomers
and millennials Millennials have been incited to regard their parents’ generation as entitled and selfish, and to blame the
baby boomers of the Sixties for the cultural and economic problems of today. But is it true that young people have been
victimized by their elders? In this book, Jennie Bristow looks at generational labels and the groups of people they apply
to. Bristow argues that the prominence and popularity of terms like "baby boomer," "millennial," and "snowflake" in
mainstream media operates as a smoke screen—directing attention away from important issues such as housing,
education, pensions, and employment. Bristow systematically disputes the myths that surround the "generational war,"
exposing it to be nothing more than a tool by which the political and social elite can avoid public scrutiny. With her lively
and engaging style, Bristow highlights the major issues and concerns surrounding the sociological blame game.
Although the budget deficit and the public debt feature prominently in political debate and economic research, there is no
agreement about how they should be measured. They can be defined for different sets of public institutions, including the
nested sets corresponding to central government, general government, and the public sector, and, for any definition of
government, there are many measures of the debt and deficit, including those generated by four kinds of accounts (cash,
financial, full accrual, and comprehensive), which can be derived from four nested sets of assets and liabilities. Each debt
and deficit measure says something about public finances, but none tells the whole story. Each is also vulnerable to
manipulation, and is likely to be manipulated if it is subject to a binding fiscal rule or target. Narrow definitions of
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government encourage the shifting of spending to entities outside the defined perimeter of government. Narrow
definitions of debt and deficit encourage operations involving off-balance-sheets assets and liabilities, while broad
measures are susceptible to the mismeasurement of on-balance-sheet assets and liabilities. Reviewing the literature on
these issues, the paper concludes that governments should publish several measures of the debt and deficit in a form
that clearly reveals their interrelationships.
In this ambitious book, philosopher Otfried Höffe provides a sophisticated account of the principle of freedom and its role
in the project of modernity. Höffe addresses a set of complex questions concerning the possibility of political justice and
equity in the modern world, the destruction of nature, the dissolving of social cohesion, and the deregulation of
uncontrollable markets. Through these considerations, he shows how the idea of freedom is central to modernity, and he
assesses freedom’s influence in a number of cultural dimensions, including the natural, economic and social, artistic and
scientific, political, ethical, and personal-metaphysical. Neither rejecting nor defending freedom and modernity, he instead
explores both from a Kantian point of view, looking closely at the facets of freedom’s role and the fundamental position it
has taken at the heart of modern life. Expanding beyond traditional philosophy, Critique of Freedom develops the building
blocks of a critical theory of technology, environmental protection, economics, politics, medicine, and education. With a
sophisticated yet straightforward style, Höffe draws on a range of disciplines in order to clearly distinguish and appreciate
the many meanings of freedom and the indispensable role they play in liberal society.
The realities of mounting government debt, tax burdens, and an aging population raise serious concerns about the
financial legacy confronting future generations. How great a fiscal burden will current policies leave to subsequent
generations, and how might changes in those policies alter the intergenerational distribution of public welfare?
Generational accounting has recently emerged as a robust new method of fiscal analysis and planning designed to
assess the long-term sustainability of fiscal policy and to measure the extent of the financial load ultimately borne by
present and future generations. A seminal contribution to public economics, generational accounting has already been
adopted by 23 nations around the world. Combining the latest and most extensive country-by-country generational
analyses with a comprehensive review of generational accounting's innovative methodology, these papers are a
consummate resource for economists, political scientists, and policy makers concerned with fiscal health and
responsibility.
This book analyses the actions and plans enacted by the ten Canadian provinces to prepare for the new reality of an
aging society.
Presenting current research in an innovative text-reader format, Aging: Concepts and Controversies, Ninth Edition
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encourages students to become involved and take an informed stand on the major aging issues we face as a society. Not
simply a summary of research literature, Harry R. Moody and Jennifer R. Sasser’s text focuses on controversies and
questions, rather than on assimilating facts or arriving at a single "correct" view about aging and older people. Drawing
on their extensive expertise, the authors first provide an overview of aging in three domains: aging over the life course,
health care, and the socioeconomic aspects of aging. Each section is followed by a series of edited readings, offering
different perspectives from experts and specialists on that subject. New readings focus on whether current federal
spending on the elderly is sustainable and fair to other groups, how older consumers are reshaping the business
landscape, and the challenges of marketing and selling to customers 60 and over. More emphasis is placed on how
social class and inequality earlier in life can shape our final years and the number of older Americans living in poverty.
The section on Aging and Health Care has been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest data about chronic diseases that
affect the elderly, government spending on health care, and policy changes to programs like Medicaid and Medicare. The
section on the Social and Economic Outlook for an Aging Society gives the most current picture of the racial and ethnic
diversity of older Americans, their participation in the labor force, and their income and wealth.
Oldness: a social construct at odds with reality that constrains how we live after middle age and stifles business thinking
on how to best serve a group of consumers, workers, and innovators that is growing larger and wealthier with every
passing day. Over the past two decades, Joseph F. Coughlin has been busting myths about aging with groundbreaking
multidisciplinary research into what older people actually want -- not what conventional wisdom suggests they need. In
The Longevity Economy, Coughlin provides the framing and insight business leaders need to serve the growing older
market: a vast, diverse group of consumers representing every possible level of health and wealth, worth about $8 trillion
in the United States alone and climbing. Coughlin provides deep insight into a population that consistently defies
expectations: people who, through their continued personal and professional ambition, desire for experience, and quest
for self-actualization, are building a striking, unheralded vision of longer life that very few in business fully understand. His
focus on women -- they outnumber men, control household spending and finances, and are leading the charge toward
tomorrow's creative new narrative of later life -- is especially illuminating. Coughlin pinpoints the gap between myth and
reality and then shows businesses how to bridge it. As the demographics of global aging transform and accelerate, it is
now critical to build a new understanding of the shifting physiological, cognitive, social, family, and psychological realities
of the longevity economy.
Navigating the Titanic outlines the brief history of economic growth and the private and public institutions - markets,
corporations, households, and governments - which underpin that growth. Bryne Purchase examines mega-risks related
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to our economy's use of fossil fuels and specifically looks at resource depletion, energy security, and climate change - all
"mega-risks" because they are both global in scope and potentially existential in impact. Focusing on North America, with
a particular emphasis on the United States, Purchase's central argument is that the institutions which have produced
spectacular economic growth are not capable of acting with prudence to deal with these mega-risks before they become
a real danger. He identifies certain institutional design flaws that, while underwriting economic growth, leave society open
to potentially catastrophic failure and reveals how these design flaws have been compounded by the stresses of the
growing income inequality in society.
Guides the reader through America's generational imbalance and proposes policies to avoid the demographic overload
and fiscal crisis that America will be faced with in the future as a result of this imbalance.
This open access book draws the big picture of how population change interplays with politics across the world from
1990 to 2040. Leading social scientists from a wide range of disciplines discuss, for the first time, all major political and
policy aspects of population change as they play out differently in each major world region: North and South America;
Sub-Saharan Africa and the MENA region; Western and East Central Europe; Russia, Belarus and Ukraine; East Asia;
Southeast Asia; subcontinental India, Pakistan and Bangladesh; Australia and New Zealand. These macro-regional
analyses are completed by cross-cutting global analyses of migration, religion and poverty, and age profiles and intrastate conflicts. From all angles, this book shows how strongly contextualized the political management and the political
consequences of population change are. While long-term population ageing and short-term migration fluctuations present
structural conditions, political actors play a key role in (mis-)managing, manipulating, and (under-)planning population
change, which in turn determines how citizens in different groups react. Achim Goerres, PhD (LSE), is Professor of
Empirical Political Science at the Department of Political Science and the Interdisciplinary Centre for Integration and
Migration Research at the University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany. Pieter Vanhuysse, PhD (LSE), is Professor of Politics
and Public Policy at the Department of Political Science and the Danish Centre for Welfare Studies at the University of
Southern Denmark, and Senior Fellow of Social Sciences at the Danish Institute for Advanced Study, Denmark.
This book examines ways to ensure that the rights, interests and concerns of young people are properly represented in
Western democracies. One new proposal is the introduction of youth quotas in political institutions in order to counter the
possible marginalization of young people caused by demographic ageing and, thereby, an overrepresentation of the
interests of the elderly. The book explores key questions regarding the implementation of youth quotas from different
perspectives, including philosophy, political science, sociology and demography. It examines whether youth quotas and
other measures that give the young more voice and influence in political institutions are a good means for promoting the
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cause of intergenerational justice. In particular, it investigates how and if youth quotas can be used to ensure that the
environmental interests of young and future generations are being taken into account. In addition, the book introduces an
innovative model that would give a right to vote to minors without voting age boundaries. The book also discusses
suffrage reforms through lowering the voting age in Western countries, as well as introducing methods especially aimed
at raising the skills of children necessary for societal citizenship and empowerment of young citizens. The volume will
help raise awareness and knowledge about the intergenerational implications of demographic changes in Western
democracies, where ageing societies are increasingly turning into gerontocracies. It offers readers deep insight into how
youth quotas in particular (and others forms of youth participation in general) might be efficient methods to ensure that
younger generations are included in the political decision making process and other activities in society.
prepared by Debra Moore Patterson
National decline is typically blamed on special interests from the demand side of politics corrupting a country's
institutions. The usual demand-side suspects include crony capitalists, consumer activists, economic elites, and labor
unions. Less attention is given to government insiders on the supply side of politics - rulers, elected officials, bureaucrats,
and public employees. In autocracies and democracies, government insiders have the motive, means, and opportunity to
co-opt political power for their benefit and at the expense of national well-being. Many storied empires have succumbed
to such inside jobs. Today, they imperil countries as different as China and the United States. Democracy - government
by the people - does not ensure government for the people. Understanding how government insiders use their power to
subvert the public interest - and how these negative consequences can be mitigated - is the topic of this book by Mark A.
Zupan.
Celebrity culture today teems with stars who challenge long-held ideas about a "normal" body. Plus-size and older
actresses are rebelling against the cultural obsession with slender bodies and youth. Physically disabled actors and
actresses are moving beyond the stock roles and stereotypes that once constrained their opportunities. Stars of various
races and ethnicities are crafting new narratives about cultural belonging, while transgender performers are challenging
our culture's assumptions about gender and identity. But do these new players in contemporary entertainment media
truly signal a new acceptance of body diversity in popular culture? Focusing on six key examples—Melissa McCarthy,
Gabourey Sidibe, Peter Dinklage, Danny Trejo, Betty White, and Laverne Cox—Rebellious Bodies examines the new
body politics of stardom, situating each star against a prominent cultural anxiety about bodies and inclusion, evoking
issues ranging from the obesity epidemic and the rise of postracial rhetoric to disability rights, Latino/a immigration, an
aging population, and transgender activism. Using a wide variety of sources featuring these celebrities—films, TV shows,
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entertainment journalism, and more—to analyze each one's media persona, Russell Meeuf demonstrates that while these
stars are promoted as examples of a supposedly more inclusive industry, the reality is far more complex. Revealing how
their bodies have become sites for negotiating the still-contested boundaries of cultural citizenship, he uncovers the stark
limitations of inclusion in a deeply unequal world.
This book proposes new fiscal rules to address the debt crisis, including a balanced budget amendment and a deficitdebt brake. It estimates the impact of the proposed rules on the economy over the next two decades.
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